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ABSTRACT 

 

The purpose of this study was to determine the comparison between the concept of 

Permendikbudristek and the concept of Islam in an effort to prevent the occurrence of sexual 

violence behavior. This research is included in library research with maqashid shari'ah approach. The 

data collected in this study using the document study method. Among the results obtained 

arePermendikbudristek no. 30 of 2022 has similarities and differences with Islamic law in regulating 

relations between men and women. Among the forms of the equation is in terms of its purpose, 

namely to realize the general benefit and its formulation. While the difference between the two laws 

is in terms of the origin of the rules, in terms of accuracy in choosing pronunciation and in terms of 

willingness in terms of sexual violence behavior. In the Ministerial Regulation there are several 

things which are cases that should not be done between men and women, but when they are done 

voluntarily, they are not categorized as violating the rules. Whereas in Islam, these things even 

though they are consensual are still prohibited. The author concludes that the phrase "without the 

victim's consent" can lead to various mafsadat, which is contrary to the maqashid shari'ah in terms 

of hifdzud diin (religious protection), hifdzun nasl (protection of offspring), hifdzul 'irdh (keeping of 

honor) and hifdzul mal (protection of property). . This study recommends improving the text of the 

regulation, especially on phrases that contain many pros and cons. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

One of the phenomena that occurs in academia is sexual violence committed in educational 

institutions. One of them is what happened in several campuses in Indonesia. Site 

www.voaindonesia.com have reported about this that in the campus rooms there have been a 

number of rows of sexual violence. Among them is a student from Gajah Mada University (UGM) 

who experienced it while carrying out a Real Work Lecture (KKN). There was also a student from the 

University of Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta (UMY) who was dishonorably dropped out by the 

university because he was involved in a sexual violence case.59. 

                                                           
59Kekerasan Seksual Tersembunyi di Ruang-Ruang Kampus 

Sumber: https://www.voaindonesia.com/a/kekerasan-seksual-tersembunyi-di-ruang-ruang-kampus-

/6392176.html 
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It was also reported in the Tempo daily that there had been a series of cases suspected of 

being a form of sexual harassment on campus. Among other things is the existence of a thesis 

supervisor who forced to kiss his student during guidance. Then wanted to do more than that, but 

the student fought him to defend himself. This is at Riau University60. 

The data compiled by Komnas Perempuan mentions the high number of cases of sexual 

violence against women. In one year there have been 2,945 reports in 2020. Based on the 

calculations for the last 9 (nine) years, 45,069 cases of violence have been reported. These are 

astonishing numbers with regard to cases of sexual violence61. 

Kompas.comalso said that at Sriwijaya University (Unsri) there had been cases of sexual 

harassment against three of his female students. These actions are carried out by their own 

lecturers. They are students who are in the final semester of their studies. This also happens when 

they are finishing their thesis with their supervisor62. 

Professor of Islamic Studies and Gender from the State Islamic University (UIN) Sunan 

Gunung Jati Bandung stated that what happened was an iceberg phenomenon. He stated that the 

cases that occurred in the field were likely to be much larger than the reported cases. This is due to 

the preservation of the campus reputation. There are also those who do not dare to report their 

cases63. 

These are a few of the phenomena that occur in the campus environment regarding sexual 

violence. These cases are likely to increase over time. That's because human lust does not stop, in 

fact it always accompanies it. In addition, the opportunity to do so is often open. 

Juridically, the Government of the Republic of Indonesia has issued regulations to prevent 

sexual behavior deviations. One of them is the emergence of Regulation of the Minister of 

Education, Culture, Research and Technology No. 30 of 2021 concerning the Prevention and 

Handling of Sexual Violence in Higher Education. This is an effort taken in order to avoid the 

occurrence of mafsadat in society, especially the university environment. 

Even though there are regulations set by the government regarding sexual violence, case by 

case cases still occur. In some campuses there are cases of sexual violence until it is revealed by the 

mass media. This shows that these regulations and their implementation still need to be reviewed. 

This is in order to optimize the benefits to be achieved from the existence of these regulations. 
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In the perspective of maqashid shari'ah, keeping humans from falling into adultery is one of 

the maqashid that should be guarded64. When the roads that lead to adultery are opened, it opens 

the door for a lot of mischief on earth. On the other hand, blocking the way to the occurrence of this 

evil means blocking the occurrence of various kinds of damage on earth. 

Based on the description of the background of the problem mentioned above, the 

formulation of the problem in this research is how is the concept of Prevention of Sexual Violence in 

Permendikbudristek when compared with Islamic law? 

The purpose of this study was to find out about the comparison between the concept of 

Permendikbudristek and the concept of Islam in an effort to prevent the occurrence of sexual 

deviant behavior in the campus environment. 

This research can be classified as library research with normative methods. The normative 

legal method is used in this research because it concentrates the discussion on the prevention and 

handling of sexual violence in universities compared to Islamic law. Meanwhile, the existing data 

were collected using the document study method. Among the legal materials are the Qur'an, As 

Sunnah, Regulation of the Minister of Education, Culture, Research and Technology, no. 30 year 

2021, articles and others that are still relevant to this research. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

1. The emergence of Permendikbudristek No. 30 year 2021. 

This Permendikbudristek was established by the government with the official aim of 

protecting the public from various acts including sexual violence in the campus environment. This 

regulation has been signed by Nadiem Makarim as the Minister of Education and Culture or 

Mendikbud. The signing was carried out on August 31, 202165. 

Among the considerations that led to the emergence of this Permendikbudristek is that 

every citizen has the right to obtain protection from all forms of violence. One of these violence is 

sexual violence. This is based on Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia. In 

addition, the implementation of the Tridarma of Higher Education is not optimal when there are 

cases that lead to sexual harassment in the campus environment. In addition, cases like this will 

make the quality of higher education lower and decline66. 
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Cases of sexual violence occurring on campus are very high. There are several reasons that 

make the number of cases so high. one of the reasons is that people who are victims do not want to 

report the violence they have experienced. It was because he felt ashamed of what had happened to 

him. There are also other reasons, namely the absence of detailed and detailed regulations set by 

the government on this issue. Thus, the person who becomes the victim does not understand exactly 

the steps that must be taken in resolving the case that happened to him67. 

This Permendikbudristek consists of 9 (nine) chapters. Beginning with Chapter I contains 

general provisions that contain definitions. While the last chapter is about the closing provisions. The 

number of articles in it is 58 articles. The number of sheets of this regulation is 35 pages. This 

regulation was enacted in Jakarta on 31 August 2021 and promulgated in Jakarta on 3 September 

202168. 

Juridically, this country has also issued a law that aims to create peace in society by 

eliminating forms of humiliation against women. The regulation is Law no. 7 of 1984 concerning the 

Ratification of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimimiation Against Women69. 

Such is the effort of the government of the Republic of Indonesia in the context of realizing 

the benefit of its citizens. This is a noble step that is expected to create an environment for society, 

nation and state. However, it is undeniable that there are several cases showing that the 

implementation of the regulation still needs to be reviewed. 

 

2. Comparative Study between Permendikbud, Research and Technology and Islamic Law on the 

Prevention of Sexual Violent Behavior 

The Permendikbud, Research and Technology and Islamic law each have their own concepts 

relating to the prevention of sexual violence. In the following, the two laws will be presented 

A. Permendikbudristek concept. 

From the Minister of Education and Culture, Research and Technology no. 30 of 2021, there are 

several things that show important points regarding the prevention of sexual violence behavior, 

including: 

1. Willingness to interact with the opposite sex. 

The author analyzes some of the contents of paragraph 2 of Article 5 of the 

Permendikbudristek. After that, there are several things that if done without the consent of the 

victim, it is forbidden to do it, namely: 

1. revealing their reproductive organs intentionally (Article 5 paragraph (2) letter b). 
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2. recording photos or audio or visuals that have sexual nuances, (Article 5 paragraph (2) letter 

f). 

3. upload a photo of the victim's body or personal information that has sexual nuances, (Article 5 

paragraph (2) letter g). 

4. Disseminate information related to the victim's body or personal that has sexual nuances 

(Article 5 paragraph (2) letter h). 

5. persuading or threatening the victim for a sexual activity transaction, (Article 5 paragraph (2) 

letter j). 

6. touching or touching the victim's body (Article 5 paragraph (2) letter l). 

7. undress the victim. (Article 5 paragraph (2) letter m). 

 

2. Steps to Prevent Sexual Violent Behavior. 

In order to prevent the occurrence of sexual violence, there are three ways to prevent it: 

First: through learning, namely by studying the prevention and handling module of sexual 

violence set by the ministry. (Article 6 paragraph 2). 

Second: through strengthening governance, including by formulating policies that support 

the Prevention and Handling of Sexual Violence in Higher Education, establishing task forces, 

providing sexual violence reporting services and so on. (Article 6 paragraph 3) 

Third: through strengthening the culture of the student community, educators and 

education personnel in the form of communication, information and education regarding the 

prevention and handling of sexual violence by introducing campus life, student organizations and 

informal communication networks. (Article 6 paragraph 4 letters a, b and d). 

  

ISLAMIC CONCEPT 

 

1. Willingness to Interact. 

In Islam, doing things that are prohibited by the Shari'a is still prohibited even though there 

is a willingness from both parties. A syar'i prohibition related to relations with the opposite sex does 

not become lawful because of mutual pleasure to do so. For example, in the case of adultery. Zina is 

still punishable by adultery even though it is done consensual and willingly from both parties. 

The concept above is based on several foundations from the Qur'an and As-Sunnah. Are as 

follows: 

In the Qur'an, Allah has forbidden the act of helping one another in evil. Among them are His 

words: 

ابِ 
َ
عِق

ْ
َ ال

ه
َ اللَّ

ه
وا اللَّ

ُ
ق
َّ
وَانِ ات

ْ
عُد

ْ
مِ ال

ْ
ث ِ
ْ
 الْ

ى
وا لَ

ُ
 اوَن

َ
وَى لَ

ْ
ق
َّ
ِّ الت بِِ

ْ
 ال

ى
وا لَ

ُ
 اوَن

Help you in goodness and piety and do not help each other in sin and enmity. Have your fear of Allah. 

Verily, Allah is very severe in His punishment70. 
 Ibn Kathir explains that in that verse Allah has ordered His servants to help each other in 

carrying out the virtues called birr, and leave the evils and what is called piety. In addition, Allah also 

forbids His servants from doing evil deedshelp each other in wrongdoing and help each other in sins 
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and forbidden things71. Based on this verse, mutual assistance in evil is a forbidden matter even 

though both parties are willing, such as touching each other between adult men and women who 

are not mahram. 

 In the hadith of Abu Hurairah, the Messenger of Allah - sallallaahu 'alaihi wasallam - said: 

  
 لا الزان 

There is no one who commits adultery when he commits adultery while he is in a state of faith72.This 

hadith explains that when a person commits adultery, his faith leaves him. If he still believes in truth, 

then his faith will prevent him from committing adultery. This hadith does not mention a condition 

that the prohibition of adultery is valid if one of the two parties is not willing to do it. From here, an 

act of sexual violence is still prohibited even though there is a willingness from both parties. 

 

2. Prevention Steps. 

With regard to adultery and sexual violence, Islam has warned against it since fourteen 

centuries ago. Among them can be seen from a verse contained in the letter Al-Isra ': 

 اءَ لا
ً
ة
َ
 احِش

َ
ا ان

َ
ن  لا ا الزِّ

And do not approach adultery, for it is abominable and the worst way73. 
 Imam Ibn Kathir in his commentary explains that in this verse Allah forbids His servants from 

committing adultery and approaching it, namely interacting with the causes of adultery and the 

driving factors.74. If you pay attention to the verse above, what is forbidden by Allah is not only 

committing adultery itself75, but includes taking the road and interacting with means that can lead to 

adultery. 

In Islam, several things have been determined that aim to cover the occurrence of adultery 

and sexual violence, including: 

a. Prohibition of Opening Aurat. 

The disclosure of a person's genitalia is a matter that has a major influence on the rise of 

other people's libido. Therefore, the aurat should not be opened except in an emergency, which is 

permitted by law. Even to the same sex is forbidden to show it. This is based on the following hadith: 

ةِ 
ى
مَرْأ

ْ
 ال

ى
 لَ

ُ
ة
ى
مَرْأ

ْ
 ال

َ
جُلِ، لَ  الرَّ

ى
جُلُ لَ  الرَّ

َ
 لَ

Don't let a man see another man's nakedness, and let a woman not see another woman's 

nakedness76. 
 As for revealing the aurat that is allowed, among others, is to a legal partner. In addition, in 

an emergency or in need, it is permissible to open the genitals to other than the spouse. Among 
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them are: when treatmenton the limbs associated with the genitalia77, when doing circumcision78, 

when giving birth79and others. 

 

b. No entry without permission. 

When someone is about to enter someone else's house or room, it is prescribed to ask 

permission first before entering80. It is as in the following hadith: 

 لِ البَصَر ا لَ 
ُ
ان

َ
 الاسْتِئذ

Indeed, asking permission is stipulated in order to maintain the view81. 

Shaykh Faishal al-Mubarak explained that from this hadith there is a prohibition against 

looking into the house from the door opening for people who ask permission82. Among the wisdom 

behind this Shari'a is in order to close the way for mafsadat to occur when seeing the owner of a 

house that is not appropriate to be seen. 

c. Prohibition of being alone with a woman who is not her mahram. 

Being alone with a woman who is not a mahram is a way that can lead to adultery or sexual 

violence83. Therefore, both of these are prohibited in the Shari'a. The Prophet sallallaahu 'alaihi 

wasallam said: 

 
َّ
ةٍ لَ

ى
 لٌ امْرَأ

َّ
وَن

ُ
 ل
َ
 لا

A man should never be alone with a woman except with her mahram84. 
 When alone with a woman who is not her mahram, she will be accompanied by shaitan85. If 

Satan has entered into them both, then he will invite both of them to evil and evil deeds. Therefore, 

do not be surprised if these two are included in the case that is prohibited by the Shari'a, one of 

which is adultery which is a very heinous act.86. 

d. Prohibition of traveling without a mahram. 

Traveling that falls into the category of safar if it is done by a woman alone, then this is an 

act that is forbidden in the Shari'a. This is based on the following hadith: 

 
َّ
 لَ
ُ
ة
ى
مَرْأ

ْ
 افِرر ال

َ
 لَ

A woman should not go on a journey except with her mahram87. 
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Imam Nawawi said in his book Riyadhus Shalihin: "Chapter It is forbidden for a woman to 

travel alone"88. Shaykh Muhammad bin Salih Al-Utsaimin explained that all trips that fall into the 

category of safar, then a woman is not allowed to do it alone without her mahram. This is in order to 

avoid slander, evil and evil.89. 

 

e. Do not wear jewelry when going out of the house. 

In Islam, jewelry worn by a woman is only for certain parties. This means that when a 

woman wears jewelry, it is permissible if it is shown to only a few people, such as her husband if he 

is already married, to his father and some people who have been mentioned by Allah in the Qur'an. 

Allah has said: 

تِهِنَّ ائِهِنَّ 
ى
تِهِنَّ ائِهِنَّ آبَاءِ ل

ى
 لِبُعُول

َّ
هُنَّ لَ

َ
ت
َ
ين  زر

َ
 ... لَ

They should not reveal their adornments except to their husbands, their fathers, their husbands' 

fathers, or their children...90. Among the wisdom of the existence of this Shari'a is in order to protect 

women from slander, and sexual violence. If a woman shows her jewelry to the public, it can cause a 

lot of mafsadat. 

 

ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH RESULTS 

 

a. Equality. 

The two concepts above have several similarities, including in two aspects: 

1) In terms of intent. 

If you look at the background of the existence of these two rules, both positive law 

and Islamic law both want benefit. The government wants to solve various problems related 

to sexual violence and anticipate it before it occurs91. This can be seen from the title of the 

regulation, which contains the word "about the prevention and handling of sexual violence". 

While Islamic law in it has a noble purpose, namely the realization of maqashid shari'ah. 

Imam Ibn al-Qayyim said about the purpose of the existence of sharia is to bring various 

benefits, perfect it, eliminate mafsadat and minimize it.92. 

2) In terms of formulation. 

In order to realize the benefit and goodness, then in the legislation there is a 

formulation regarding the prevention of sexual violence. This is realized by the drafting of 
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the Regulation of the Minister of Education, Culture, Research and Technology93. Likewise, in 

Islamic law there are formulations contained in the foundation of the life of its adherents. 

The foundation is the Al-Qur'an and As-Sunnah. 

 

 

DIFFERENCE 

 

1) In terms of the origin of the Rules. 

The rules mentioned above are from the Ministry of Education of the Republic of Indonesia. 

This means that this law comes from human products. This regulation is included in the positive law 

in this country. He is also known as Al-Qawaninul Wadh'iyyah (Laws made by humans). In this review 

of Shari'ah maqosid, it is included in the rules: 

 
ى
مَصْل

ْ
ةِ ال عِيَّ  الرَّ

ى
 لَ

ُ
ف صَُّ

َّ
 حَةِ. الت

What a ruler does to his people is to consider the benefit94. Meanwhile, Islamic law is derived from 

Allah the Exalted, Who is All-Knowing of all His creatures95. 

 

2) In terms of Accuracy in Choosing Pronunciation 

Choosing the right words and can bring benefits to all parties is not an easy thing. The choice 

of words requires a process that is not simple. Therefore, it is appropriate when someone says: 

 اختيار الكلام السهام. 

Choosing words is harder than sharpening an arrow96. From this it is known that humans have 

limitations in compiling words. 

 In the Permendikbud text above, there is a phrase that has caused a lot of controversy, 

namely "without the consent of the victim". This is a phrase that when applied will result in a banyak 

mafsadat, that is adultery voluntarily97. 

 

3) In terms of the willingness of perpetrators and victims of sexual violence. 
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In the Permendikbud there are several things which, if done consensually, do not fall into 

the category of sexual violence as stated in Article 5 paragraph 2. In the research conducted by 

Bahrul Akmal it was concluded that the phrase "without the victim's consent" was intended to 

protect the privacy of the victim. This discretion cannot be determined by the consequences except 

by the victim himself. He also concluded that the phrase is in order to sort out which cases are 

possible to be processed by the Sexual Violence Prevention and Handling Task Force Team directly or 

indirectly. In other words, this purpose can be termed as a distinction between a complaint offense 

and an ordinary offense98. 

The author appreciates the conclusions that have been obtained by previous researchers. 

However, when the author looks at the concept above, he finds that the phrase "without the 

consent of the victim" in Article 5 of the Permendikbudristek if applied without a clear explanation, 

will be able to lead to various interpretations. The existing mafsadat can be viewed from several 

aspects: 

First: Hifdzud Din (Religious care). This phrase can destroy one's religion. Because if he does 

things in the form of inappropriate behavior related to the opposite sex, then his religion will be 

damaged. Even though religion is the greatest maqashid compared to other maqashid99. It is also a 

source of true happiness felt by a person. In a study conducted by Dr. Ahmad Muhammad 

Abdulkhaliq and Dr. Abdul Hakim Muhammad Husain, it was concluded that students who consider 

themselves to be happy people are those who are more committed to religion. Therefore, his 

research both recommends taking a religious approach in solving various musykilat nafsiyah (psychic 

problems).100. 

Second: Hifdzun Nasl (Protection of descendants). When someone understands the above 

phrase dhahirnya, it will result in damage to the nasl (descendants). This can be viewed from several 

perspectives, including: 

1. Zina is committed starting from doing the muqaddimat (preliminary). Then it will be able 

to lead to the real adultery. Therefore, in the case of adultery, it is not only forbidden to 

commit adultery, but it is also forbidden to take the road and approach the means that 

can lead to adultery.101. 

2. The phrase allows seven actions if they are done voluntarily or willingly from both 

parties. If this is done on campuses, negative and destructive events will occur. These 

include: showing reproductive organs to others, recording sensual videos or audio, 
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uploading photos of other people's sensual bodies, touching and touching body parts of 

the opposite sex and so on. This is a means that can lead to adultery. 

3. This phrase will lead to consensual adultery102. Adultery is an act that is contrary to the 

straight human nature103. This is as stated in the following hadith: 

رَةِ، اهُ انِهِ انِهِ انِهِ 
ْ
فِط

ْ
 ال

ى
 لَ

ُ
د
ى
 ل
َّ
ودٍ لَ

ُ
 ا ل

There is no child but born in a state of fitrah. So it was his parents who made him a Jew 

or a Christian or a Magian104. This hadith shows that the origin of man is to have a 

straight fitrah. It's just that the environment has a big influence on the straightness of its 

nature or its deviation. 

 

4. If this phrase is applied, it will lead to the destruction of the ummah. The spread of 

adultery in a society can be the cause of the destruction of the past105. The Messenger of 

Allah - sallallaahu 'alaihi wasallam - has reported that in his noble hadith: 

وا ابَ الله
ُّ
با ل نا الرِّ  ا الزِّ

If adultery and usury appear in a country, then indeed they have allowed themselves to 

get the punishment of Allah.106. 

 

5. This phrase can also lead to the occurrence of mixing of offspring. This can happen if 

humans consider it permissible to have intercourse with the opposite sex on the basis of 

the ministerial regulation, then produce illegitimate offspring. So in the end it cannot be 

distinguished between legitimate children from legal marriages and children resulting 

from illegitimate relationships107. 
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Third: Hifdzul 'Irdh (Honorary Guard). When a person commits fornication, his honor will fall, 

be it before Allah or before his fellow human beings. If viewed from the maqashid shari'ah, honor is 

a matter that is ordered to be guarded and protected108. 

Fifth: Hifdzul Mal (Protection of Assets). The above phrase can also lead to the wasting of 

wealth. That is when someone does one of the seven things accompanied by that phrase, then 

someone will easily squander his wealth in order to be able to carry out this dishonorable act with 

the willingness of the victim. He will be able to use his wealth to seduce her into doing what she 

wants voluntarily. While property is one of the things that must be protected109. 

 

  

CONCLUSION 

 

Permendikbudristek no. 30 of 2022 has similarities and differences with Islamic law in 

regulating relations between men and women. Among the forms of the equation is in terms of its 

intention, namely to realize the general benefit. In addition, the similarities are in terms of 

formulation. Just as this Ministerial Regulation formulates rules for preventing and dealing with 

sexual violence, so Islamic law has formulated these regulations since fourteen centuries ago. 

While the difference between the two laws is in terms of the origin of the rules. Positive law 

is a human product, while Islamic law is derived from Allah's revelations that were conveyed to the 

Prophet Muhammad - sallallaahu 'alaihi wa sallam -. In addition, there are also other differences in 

terms of accuracy in choosing pronunciation. The text of the law is the result of human composition, 

while Islamic law contains sacred texts from Allah and from the Prophet. Another difference is in 

terms of willingness in terms of sexual violence behavior. In the Ministerial Regulation there are 

several things which are cases that should not be done between men and women, but when they 

are done voluntarily, they are not categorized as violating the rules. Whereas in Islam, 

The author concludes that the phrase "without the victim's consent" can bring about various 

meanings. The mafsadat is contrary to the maqashid shari'ah in terms of hifdzud diin (religious 

protection), hifdzun nasl (protection of offspring), hifdzul 'irdh (keeping of honor) and hifdzul mal 

(protection of property). This study recommends improving the text of the regulation, especially on 

phrases that contain many pros and cons. In addition, it also recommends increasing faith and piety 

so as not to fall into sexual violence behavior. One of the steps is to always be eager to attend 

science assemblies accompanied by praying to Allah so as not to fall into things that He does not 

love. 
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